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Abstract

Background: In India, 134 million people suffer from Chronic Rhinosinusitis (CRS), an expensive and debilitating disorder. Despite 
Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (ESS) being an important intervention during the management of CRS, the criteria for taking a decision on when to 
offer surgery is poorly defined. The ambiguousness in Maximal Medical Therapy (MMT) criteria along with the lack of indication for failure of 
MMT represents an important gap in current healthcare delivery for CRS. This lack of clear indications for ESS is likely to contribute to surgical 
variation and creates the potential for inappropriate care.

Methods: In order to gather information from a diverse group of Ear Nose Throat (ENT) specialists from different parts of the country, a 
strategy to collect information at a national level ENT conference was adopted. At Gurgaon, Haryana, ENT specialists were selected at random 
and those who had more than 5 years of clinical experience and see an average of 15 or more CRS cases per month were selected for a detailed 
interview.

Results: 81 ENT specialists were interviewed who on an average see 158 cases of CRS per month. Approximately 45% of patients who are 
counseled for definitive surgical management in the form of ESS, do not undergo surgery immediately and delay it for varying durations of time. 
According to the ENT doctors that were interviewed, the reasons for patients to defer or refuse surgery are often multi factorial, majorly being 
cost of surgery and fear of going into surgery under General Anaesthesia (GA).

Conclusion: There is a need for a minimally invasive solution for CRS that can be provided soon after MMT fails, in the outpatient setting at 
affordable prices. Having alternatives like these that are more economically viable and less invasive would significantly alleviate the concerns 
of many patients.
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Introduction
Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a commonly occurring, 

debilitating, and expensive chronic inflammatory disease [1-3]. 
An estimated 134 million Indians suffer from CRS, as per the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [4]. Despite 
appropriate medical therapy, a subset of patients with CRS 
continue to be symptomatic and eventually undergo endoscopic 
sinus surgery (ESS). Post recommendation of surgery, it often 
occurs only after many months or even years. Early surgical  

 
intervention after diagnosis of CRS, with or without asthma 
or polyps, is associated with reduced health care utilization 
compared to delayed intervention after many years of medical 
management [5].

In the appropriately selected patient with CRS, ESS is 
associated with improvements in patient symptoms, quality 
of life (QoL), and proves more economical in the long run than 
continued medical therapy alone [6-9]. Despite ESS being an 
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important intervention during the management of CRS, the 
decision on when to consider surgery over medical management 
is poorly defined. Specifically, there is no consensus on what 
‘appropriate’ or maximal medical therapy (MMT) should be 
provided to patients prior to considering ESS [10]. A minority 
of ESS studies explicitly reports MMT criteria before considering 
a patient with CRS as a candidate for ESS. The presence of large 
variation in MMT criteria along with the lack of what constitutes 
a “failure” of MMT represents an important gap in the current 
clinical management of CRS [11].

This lack of clear indications for ESS likely contributes 
to surgical protocol variations and can lead to inappropriate 
or inefficient care [12-14]. Further, the authors believe, as 
practicing ENT specialists that there may be some additional 
factors such as cost of surgery, hospital stay, fear of surgery and 
complications etc. that also play a role in this delay of definitive 
management. There is no data, specific to the Indian population 
available on the delay from time of failed MMT until definitive 
management in the form of ESS is received. There is also no 
data on the possible reasons for the same. To understand this 
scenario better, the authors carried out structured interviews 
with 81 E.N.T specialists from different parts of the country. The 
specialists were asked about the burden of CRS, statistics on 
patients who receive delayed surgical intervention; the average 
delay in receiving surgical management and the various factors 
that contribute to such a delay based on their clinical practice 
and experience. The authors believe that this information will 
help in recognizing the level of morbidity that these patients 
face while they transition from medical management to surgical 
care and will encourage ENT specialists to offer appropriate 
definitive management sooner once defined MMT fails. 

Material and Methods
This study is a cross-sectional descriptive study led by the 

first author of this article who is an Ear Nose Throat surgeon 
based out of Bangalore, India. In order to gather information 
from a diverse group of ENT specialists from different parts of 
the country, a strategy to collect information at a national level 
ENT conference was adopted. A team of two researchers were 
appointed by the authors for data collection and the author 
enrolled at a 4 day national level ENT conference held in Gurgaon, 
Haryana in January 2016. ENT specialists were selected at 
random and a preliminary one-minute screening interview was 
carried out which included basic demographic questions (Name, 
city/region of practice and years of experience) and an estimate 
of the average number of CRS patients seen per month. Those 
ENT specialists who had more than 5 years of clinical experience 
and see an average of 15 or more CRS cases per month were 
selected for a detailed interview. 

The detailed interview included questions pertaining to the 
typical duration from onset of CRS to time of surgical intervention 
and the reasons for such delays as per the doctor’s understanding. 

Other questions included number of FESS surgeries performed 
per month, percentage of patients who undergo FESS surgery, 
and for those who do not undergo FESS surgery when indicated 
- what were the typical reasons etc (Table 1) in the Tables and 
Figures section presents the consolidated list of questions used 
during the interview. By the end of 4 days 200 ENT specialists 
underwent the preliminary interview and 81 out of these 200 
qualified for a detailed interview. The results were tabulated and 
recorded. No statistical analysis was indicated for this data as 
only descriptive statistics were being compiled. 
Table 1: Presents the consolidated list of questions used during the 
interview.

S. No. List of questions used to interview doctors

1 How many Nasal endoscopies do you perform in a month?

2 What proportions of nasal endoscopy patients have CRS?

3 How many Chronic Sinusitis patients do you see in a 
month?

4 How many FESS procedures do you perform per month?

5 What percentages of the FESS procedures are for CRS?

6 At what stage is the CRS when a FESS procedure is 
performed?

7 What percentage of the chronic sinusitis patients that you 
see refuse a surgical intervention?

8 What are the reasons for patients refusing surgical 
intervention?

9
What according to your experience is the average time 

between the onset of chronic sinusitis to receiving a 
surgical intervention?

10 What is the average expenditure per month for a patient 
for medical management of CRS

11 What are the gaps in management of CRS?

Results
Table 2: shows the state-wise distribution of doctors who were 
interviewed across the country.

State No. of doctors from respective states

Karnataka 41

Maharashtra 11

UP 6

New Delhi 5

Haryana 3

Gujarat 2

Punjab 2

AP 2

Kerala 2

Tamil Nadu 2

MP 2

Goa 1

Bihar 1

Orissa 1
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A total of 81 ENT specialists, 12 women and 69 men, with 
an average 14.62 years of experience underwent the detailed 
interview. The ENT specialists represented 14 states out of the 
29 states in the country and represented many of the health care 
settings that prevail in India. Table 2 in the Tables and Figures 
section shows the state-wise distribution of doctors across the 
country. Figure 1 shows the zone wise distribution of doctors 
across the country. Figure 2 in the Tables and Figures section 
shows the distribution based on type of health care setting 
represented by these doctors. 

Figure 1: Shows the zone wise distribution of doctors who were 
interviewed across the country.

Figure 2: Shows the distribution based on type of health care 
setting represented by these doctors.

These 81 ENT specialists on an average reported seeing 
158 cases of CRS per month. They perform an average of 16 ESS 
procedures per month. 55% (9) of these surgeries are carried out 
for patients diagnosed with CRS. The survey showed that 45% of 
patients who are counseled for definitive surgical management 
in the form of ESS, do not undergo surgery immediately and 
delay it for varying durations of time. It is estimated based on the 
responses gathered that the average delay from the time MMT 
fails till the patient undergoes definitive surgical management is 
14 months (Range of 2 to 36 months). 

Figure 3 in the Tables and Figures section shows the time 
range of delay for surgical management in these patients. 
According to the ENT specialists interviewed, the reasons for 
surgical delay are often multi factorial. Upon analysis of the 
responses from the interview, 5 dominant refusal/delay reasons 
emerged. Roughly 50% of the doctors felt the biggest reason for 

delay was the fear of undergoing a surgical procedure under 
General Anaesthesia while around 47% of doctors believed the 
reason was patients feel they will recover with medications and 
do not want to undergo an invasive procedure such as an ESS. 
42% felt that cost was one of the main reasons whereas 7% and 
12% of the ENT specialists felt need for second opinion or trying 
out alternative forms of healing such as Yoga and Ayurveda were 
reasons patients delayed definitive management. Figure 4 in the 
Tables and Figures section shows the percentage of people giving 
various reasons for delay in surgical management. In addition to 
staying morbid during these 14 months, the doctors surveyed 
estimated that patients spend an average 1500 INR per month 
on medical management. This mounts up to around 22,000 INR 
over 14 months. 

Figure 3: Shows the time range of delay for surgical management 
in these patients.

Figure 4: Shows percentage of patients giving various reasons 
for delay in surgical management.

Discussion
Studies have shown that patients who undergo surgery 

primarily have two types of fear; one of bodily harm and the 
other of death [15]. Fear of surgery is a well-known factor 
that contributes to delay in undergoing surgery and prolonged 
morbidity with chronic diseases. Breisen et al. [16] in an article 
which aims to understand why patients with cataract refuse 
free surgery in Kenya reveals that people who refused surgery 
often reported to know someone whose condition worsened 
or even became blind after surgery. On being re-interviewed, 
several people admitted that they had actually never met 
someone who had unsuccessful surgery but only heard rumors. 
It was concluded that in Africa, a rumor of blinding eye surgery 
was commonly used by patients to justify their refusal to have 
cataract surgery where underlying reasons appeared to be 
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related to shame, fear of surgery or missing social support [16].

Similarly, Karlson et al. [17] in an article on gender 
differences in patient preferences contributing to differential 
utilization of elective surgery demonstrated that women were 
more fearful of undergoing hip or knee surgery for chronic 
osteoarthritis. Women preferred to suffer arthritis pain rather 
than risk surgery to avoid disrupting care giving roles for 
dependent spouses and others during the long recovery time. 
In India, typically a self-pay system is prevalent where factors 
like cost and hospitalization time also play a role. The results 
that emerge from this study show that previously studied factors 
contribute to surgical delay and/or refusal. In the specific case of 
CRS and ESS, it has already been well established that due to lack 
of clear guidelines on Maximal Medical Therapy (MMT), patients 
are often put on medical management for many months and 
sometimes years, despite limited improvement [11].

In addition to all the studied contributors to surgical delays, 
the ENT specialists who were interviewed in this study believe 
that other factors such as fear of undergoing a procedure under 
general anaesthesia (GA), feeling that there is no immediate need 
for surgery, need for exploring alternate medications, cost and 
need for second expert opinions are also key reasons for delaying 
FESS. A recent prospective study carried out by Ocampo et al. 
[18] compared medical management with surgical management 
of CRS showed that patients who underwent ESS early had 
greater improvements in quality of life, reduced exposure to 
antibiotics, and fewer missed days from work compared to those 
who delayed ESS. In developed reimbursed markets (like UK and 
USA), minimally invasive solutions such as balloon sinuplasty or 
osmotic Ostia dilation for management of CRS have addressed 
these concerns to a large extent. 

Patients who want to defer surgery can opt for a minimally 
invasive, in-office procedure to gain relief from their symptoms. 
Describing the first year experience of using balloon sinuplasty, 
Hopkins et al, concludes that sinuplasty offers an acceptable and 
minimally invasive option for patients who refuse ESS as they 
are unable to accept the associated risks of ESS [19]. Studies on 
balloon sinuplasty carried out in India, such as the publication 
by Raghunandhan et al. [20] highlight the key advantages of this 
interventional technique over the conventional ESS, is mucosal 
preservation while bypassing the osteomeatal complex, to 
access the occluded natural Ostia of the paranasal sinuses. This 
minimally invasive nature of the technology addresses the fear 
of invasive surgery in patients. A follow up study carried out by 
Raghunandhan et al. [20] in 2013 concluded that the balloon 
sinuplasty shown to be an efficient, minimally invasive tool in 
the armamentarium of the endoscopic rhinologist. This solution 
has eliminated the need for postoperative debridement and 
decreased the frequency of follow-up endoscopies.

In spite of the advantages of in-office balloon sinuplasty, the 
high cost of balloon sinuplasty devices in India, the procedure has 

primarily been performed under GA in the operating theatre for 
those who have insurance coverage primarily as a hybrid (ESS + 
balloon sinuplasty) procedure. The true benefit of this minimally 
invasive solution has not yet been achieved due to the limitations 
created by an expensive and completely disposable device 
and the requirement of a skilled assistant. If such a procedure 
were to be performed under local anaesthesia in the outpatient 
setting, immediate intervention can be provided to the patient 
at affordable prices without the need for hospitalisation and GA. 

Conclusion
Based on the results of this study 45% of patients with 

CRS remain untreated and delay definitive management for an 
average 14 months, spending around INR 22,000 on medical 
management during this time. Typically, morbidity increases 
and often a more invasive surgery are required eventually. Thus, 
patients are suffering with a poor quality of life, increasing their 
risk of complications and being financially burdened by this 
delay. Fear of undergoing a surgical procedure under General 
Anaesthesia, feeling they will recover with medications and do 
not feel they require to undergo an invasive procedure such as 
an ESS, Cost, need for second opinion and trying out alternative 
forms of healing such as Yoga and Ayurveda are reasons for 
delaying definitive management. 

There is a need for a minimally invasive solution for CRS that 
can be provided soon after MMT fails, in the outpatient setting 
at affordable prices. If such an alternative were to be priced 
lower than an invasive surgery with hospitalization and/or long 
term medical management, it would be a more economically 
viable solution for patients as well. Having such an option would 
significantly alleviate the concerns of many patients and provide 
them with immediate relief and improved quality of life.
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